Rotator Cuff Fatigue and Glenohumeral Kinematics in Participants Without Shoulder Dysfunction
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Context: Researchers have established that superior migration of the humeral head increases after fatigue of the rotator cuff muscles. In these studies, the investigators used imaging techniques to assess migration of the humeral head during statically held shoulder positions. Their results may not represent the amount of superior humeral head migration that occurs during dynamic arm elevation.

Objective: To investigate the effect of rotator cuff fatigue on humeral head migration during dynamic concentric arm elevation (arm at the side [approximately 0°] to 135°) in healthy individuals and to determine the test-retest reliability of digital fluoroscopic video for assessing glenohumeral migration.

Design: Test-retest cohort study.

Setting: Research laboratory.

Patients or Other Participants: Twenty men (age = 27.7 ± 3.6 years, mass = 81.5 ± 11.8 kg) without shoulder disorders participated in this study.

Intervention(s): Three digital fluoroscopic videos (2 prefatigue and 1 postfatigue) of arm elevation were collected at 30 Hz. The 2 prefatigue arm elevation trials were used to assess test-retest reliability with the arm at the side and at 45°, 90°, and 135° of elevation. The prefatigue and postfatigue digital fluoroscopic videos were used to assess the effects of rotator cuff fatigue on glenohumeral migration. All measurements were taken in the right shoulder.

Main Outcome Measure(s): The dependent measure was glenohumeral migration (in millimeters). We calculated the intraclass correlation coefficient and standard error of the measurement to assess the test-retest reliability. A 2 × 4 repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to assess the effects of fatigue on arm elevation at the 4 shoulder positions.

Results: The test-retest reliability ranged from good to excellent (.77 to .92). Superior migration of the humeral head increased postfatigue (P < .001), regardless of angle.

Conclusions: Digital fluoroscopic video assessment of shoulder kinematics provides a reliable tool for studying kinematics during arm elevation. Furthermore, superior migration of the humeral head during arm elevation increases with rotator cuff fatigue in individuals without shoulder dysfunction.
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Key Points

- Superior migration of the humeral head increased during dynamic arm elevation after the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles of the rotator cuff were fatigued.
- When used to analyze humeral head migration relative to the glenoid fossa, digital fluoroscopic video had good to excellent intrarater reliability.
- Research is required to determine the influence of rotator cuff fatigue on glenohumeral migration in individuals with underlying shoulder disorders.

Investigators1,2 have suggested that abnormal glenohumeral (GH) kinematics are a major contributing factor in common shoulder lesions, such as shoulder impingement syndrome and subacromial bursitis. One of the leading theories is that rotator cuff (RTC) weakness, fatigue, or shoulder dysfunction contributes to superior GH migration during arm elevation and causes impingement of the soft tissues in the subacromial space, specifically the tendons of the RTC and the subacromial bursa.3–6 When analyzing the RTC with isometrically held shoulder postures, researchers7–11 discovered that superior humeral head migration increases with fatigue of the RTC.

Glenohumeral kinematics have been analyzed with standard radiographs,7–10,12 magnetic resonance imaging,13–16 ultrasound,17 and computed tomography.18 In most studies using these methods, images were taken with the GH joint held in static positions. Thus, findings from these studies describe static GH arthrokine kinematics but do not provide a suitable description of dynamic GH arthrokine kinematics. Although digital fluoroscopic video (DFV) results in a poorer-quality image, recent technological advances may enable DFVs to be used to analyze GH kinematics throughout a dynamic range of motion. The use of DFV to analyze the GH joint remains a relatively novel approach, but it may enable more accurate and functional analysis of GH joint biomechanics. Specifically, if the traditional measurement techniques used to assess GH positional data are reliable when obtained with these dynamic assessment techniques, DFV may be a reliable technique to assess changes in velocity and acceleration associated with RTC fatigue, musculoskeletal dysfunction, and different shoulder lesions.

The DFV imaging of the GH joint has been used to study subacromial spurs,19 scapulohumeral rhythm,20 and...
subtle instability of the GH joint under anesthesia.\textsuperscript{21} However, to our knowledge, no investigators have applied this technology for the analysis of GH arthrokinematics of active motion and reported the effect of RTC fatigue on GH migration. Additionally, although researchers\textsuperscript{7–10} have reported the reliability of applying measurement techniques to assess GH arthrokinematics with static radiographs, they have not reported this reliability with DFV images. The purposes of our study were to investigate the effect of RTC fatigue on GH migration during dynamic concentric arm elevation (arm at the side [approximately 0\degree] to 135\degree) in healthy participants and to determine the test-retest reliability of DFV for assessing GH migration.

METHODS

Participants

We recruited 20 healthy male participants with an average age of 27.7 ± 3.6 years (range = 19–35 years) and an average mass of 81.5 ± 11.8 kg (range = 63.0–112.1 kg) from the Department of Defense beneficiary population. We did not record their heights. Participants were included based on no history of shoulder disorders reported on a screening questionnaire and no shoulder lesions found during physical examination. To ensure that the study participants lacked shoulder lesions, we used exclusion criteria based on those of Bang and Deyle\textsuperscript{22} (Table 1). Seventeen individuals had participated in overhead sports, 17 were right-hand dominant, 2 were left-hand dominant, and 1 was ambidextrous. Each participant signed an informed consent form approved by the Brooke Army Medical Center Internal Review Board, which also approved the study.

Table 1. Exclusion Criteria\textsuperscript{22}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>History</th>
<th>Physical Examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Shoulder pain</td>
<td>1. Positive Hawkins-Kennedy impingement sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Previous diagnosis of shoulder impingement syndrome</td>
<td>2. Positive Neer sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. History of shoulder dislocation, subluxation, or fracture</td>
<td>3. Pain with active shoulder abduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cervical radiculitis or radiculopathy</td>
<td>4. Positive Spurling test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. History of cervical, shoulder, or upper back surgery</td>
<td>5. Positive distraction test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Physical therapy or chiropractic treatment for cervical, shoulder,</td>
<td>6. Pain with resisted shoulder abduction (break test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or upper back problems in the last 12 months</td>
<td>7. Pain with resisted shoulder internal rotation (break test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. History of systemic or neurologic disease</td>
<td>8. Pain with resisted shoulder external rotation (break test)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrumentation

We obtained all DFV sequences with a Digital Motion X-Ray System (VF-Works Inc, Palm Harbor, FL) that had a resolution of 480 × 640 pixels per image. The images were collected at 30 Hz and were recorded using an S-VHS videocassette recorder (AG-1980; Panasonic Corp of North America, Secaucus, NJ). A Pro-Series Capture Kit MV (version 1.0; Media Cybernetics, Inc, Bethesda, MD) and a desktop computer were used to digitize the videos at 30 Hz. The digital images were analyzed with Image-Pro Plus software (version 4.5; Media Cybernetics).

Imaging Protocol

The DFVs were obtained using a technique modeled after the work of Poppen and Walker\textsuperscript{8} and Chen et al.\textsuperscript{9} The participant stood in anatomic position with his entire body rotated 30\degree from the frontal plane with respect to the X-ray beam (Figure 1). This position was chosen to align the glenohumeral joint and the proximal humeral shaft were visible during the entire range of motion. Foot, scapular, and hand markings were used to ensure similar positioning between trials.

Figure 1. Experimental set-up with the participant in anatomic position and his entire body rotated 30\degree from the frontal plane with respect to the X-ray beam. The right shoulder was positioned near (less than 2 cm from) the image intensifier to minimize distortion. The height of the C-arm was adjusted to ensure that the glenohumeral joint and the proximal humeral shaft were visible during the entire range of motion. Foot, scapular, and hand markings were used to ensure similar positioning between trials.
the shoulder. After we confirmed with static imaging that the area of interest was within the field of view during the entire range of motion, we used foot, scapular, and hand markings to ensure similar positioning between trials. To minimize trunk movement during right arm elevation, the participant stabilized his trunk by holding onto a height-adjustable stationary object with his left hand and maintained the upright posture throughout the range of motion. The procedures that we used to position the participant within the field of view were designed to minimize error associated with out-of-plane movement. One researcher observed arm elevation; any trunk motion or out-of-plane motion necessitated recollection of the DFV.

Arm elevation in the plane of the scapula was performed from the arm positioned at the side with the palm facing forward through the available range of motion. To be consistent with the procedures of previous researchers who studied GH kinematics, the participant held a 1.36-kg weight in the hand with the thumb positioned toward the ceiling during the motion. Three DFVs of arm elevation were obtained for each participant. Two DFVs were taken before the fatigue protocol to establish test-retest reliability. Between the prefatigue DFVs, each participant was removed from the fluoroscopic device, allowed to rest for 3 minutes, and repositioned into the machine. The participants then completed the RTC fatigue protocol, and a third (postfatigue) DFV was obtained. To ensure dynamic motion throughout the entire DFV, images were taken on the second repetition in a series of 3 arm elevations. Additionally, audio, oral, and visual cues were used to ensure a 3-second timeframe for each arm elevation. Audio cues were provided by a metronome and were reinforced with oral cues from a researcher. Visual cues were given by a researcher who performed arm elevation in real time with the participant.

**Rotator Cuff Fatigue Protocol**

For this study, we defined the RTC as the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles. An RTC fatigue protocol using prone horizontal abduction was established based on the works of Blackburn et al. and Chen et al. Participants were positioned prone, with the shoulder abducted 90° and the arm externally rotated so that the thumb pointed up to the ceiling. Blackburn et al. found that this exercise effectively isolated the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles. Next, the participant slowly performed the arm elevation exercise (approximately 2 seconds per repetition) while lifting 5% of his body mass until fatigue was established. Visual and oral cues were provided to ensure proper form, rate, and angle of the exercise.

Prefatigue and postfatigue RTC strength were measured with a hand-held mechanical dynamometer (BASELINE, Milan, Italy) that was placed proximal to the radial styloid process of the right arm in the exercise position. Based on its reliability in measurements with inexperienced or experienced testers, we used a “make” test rather than a break test (reliability .87-.93). To stabilize the dynamometer during the strength measurement, a semicircular force plate was used. Additionally, 1 tester placed both hands on the dynamometer during the test motion, and another tester stabilized the participant’s torso.

Rotator cuff fatigue initially was estimated as the inability of the participant to horizontally abduct 5% of his body mass more than 45° from the ground on 3 consecutive attempts. Furthermore, RTC fatigue was confirmed if, after the exercise regimen, the participant’s strength decreased by 40% from the prefatigue strength. If a 40% decrement was not measured, exercise was resumed. After measuring a decrease in strength of at least 40%, we obtained the postfatigue DFV.

When we confirmed fatigue, we repositioned the participant for the postfatigue DFV. To minimize the time between establishment of RTC fatigue and the postfatigue DFV, we instructed participants before the exercise protocol on repositioning quickly and accurately into the established marked positions. The fatigue protocol was performed adjacent to the imaging device to facilitate a quick transition. Practice sessions were provided until the participant was able to enter the machine on the established marks within 30 seconds, which minimized muscle recovery.

**Radiographic Analysis**

The method of determining GH migration and humeral angle was based on protocols by Poppen and Walker and Chen et al. who used digital point placement techniques. Geometric shapes were used to represent the anatomic features of interest with the Image-Pro Plus software package. The glenoid fossa was represented by a line, with the ends of the line representing the superior and inferior aspects of the glenoid rim (Figure 2). The humeral head was represented by a “best-fit” circle template that the software package created based on 5 manually located points along the humeral head (Figure 2). Each participant’s circular template was used to represent the humeral head for all subsequent angle analyses. The center of the circle represented the center of the humeral head. Migration was defined as the distance between the perpendicular projection of the center of the humeral head to the glenoid line and the center of the glenoid line (Figure 3). Superior migration resulted when the projection of center of the humeral head to the glenoid line was superior to the center of the glenoid line. Humeral angle was defined as the angle between a line drawn on the medial border of the shaft of the humerus and a line drawn vertically (Figure 2). To minimize the error associated with point placement technique, a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz was applied to the positional data that were used to generate the center of the humeral head and glenoid line throughout the range of motion before analysis of GH migration. Additionally, the measurement technique used to assess GH migration compared the adjacent midpoints representing the center of the glenoid fossa with the center of the humeral head. Based on theories of distortion-compensated roentgen analysis, this type of approach to assess displacement helps to control for out-of-plane motions that could compromise the findings.

**Data Analysis**

We established reliability by comparing GH migration within participants with the arm at the side (approximately 0°) and at 45°, 90°, and 135° of elevation from the 2
prefatigue DFVs. An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) model (2,1) was used to measure the test-retest reliability, and the standard error of the measurement (SEM) was calculated to determine response stability.31

The effects of RTC fatigue on GH kinematics were tested with a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The independent variables in the study were the fatigue state of the RTC (prefatigue and postfatigue) and the angles of measurement (arm at the side, 45°, 90°, and 135°). The dependent variable was the amount of superior-inferior GH migration, which was measured in millimeters. The angular values were selected to enable comparison with the results from Chen et al.9 The α level was set at .05. Post hoc analysis for variables with a significant difference consisted of paired t tests with a Bonferroni correction. A Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied when the Mauchly test of sphericity was significant.

Data analysis was accomplished with the following software packages: MATLAB (student version release 12; The Math Works, Inc, Natick, MA), Excel (Professional Edition 2003; Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA), and SPSS (version 10.1; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

Reliability testing of the measurement technique with the arm at the side, 45°, 90°, and 135° revealed that the ICC (2,1) ranged from .77 to .92. The response stability of the measurement technique resulted in an SEM that ranged from 0.57 mm to 0.66 mm at the assessed angles (Table 2). The SEM was less than 2 pixels in all positions.

Descriptive data of GH migration are provided in Table 3. The 2 × 4 repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no interaction between angle and fatigue state (P = .064) and no main effect for angle (P = .11). However, the difference in mean values between the fatigue states (0.79 mm) was significant (P < .001). The mean prefatigue GH migration during arm elevation was −0.71 ± 1.93 mm, and the mean postfatigue GH migration during arm elevation was 0.08 ± 1.92 mm.

Overall, the average degree of fatigue was indicated by a 54.0 ± 8.8% reduction in prone horizontal abduction strength after the fatigue protocol. The average weight used for the fatigue protocol was 3.94 ± 0.06 kg. Time to fatigue averaged 84.2 ± 21.2 seconds. The average prefatigue strength was 7.15 ± 1.59 kg. The average postfatigue strength was 3.16 ± 0.27 kg. The greatest time from fatigue to start of first-run postfatigue was less than 36 seconds (mean, 14.1 ± 10.3 seconds). The radiation exposure per
participant ranged from 16 to 40 seconds (mean, 25.1 ± 8.7 seconds), resulting in an effective dose of approximately 50 millirems (0.0005 Sv).

**DISCUSSION**

Superior humeral head migration increased by an average of 0.79 mm (range, 0.15–1.18 mm) during arm elevation after fatigue of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles. Although migration is a multidimensional phenomenon, this magnitude of superior migration may represent a 6% to 40% reduction in subacromial space, which is reported to be between 2 mm and 14 mm. Thus, the subacromial space appears to be compromised more after fatigue of the RTC. In addition, researchers have suggested that shoulder lesions can reduce this space by 53% to 68%. Therefore, a slight additional increase in superior migration of the humeral head may be clinically significant. However, more research is needed.

The more superiorly migrated position of the humeral head on the glenoid fossa during arm elevation after RTC fatigue may be due to the intricate muscular interactions between the RTC and deltoid muscles. Investigators have demonstrated that the deltoid has a superior translatory force that is counteracted by the RTC during the first 90° of arm elevation. Based on the 54 ± 8.8% reduction in the RTC strength and the minimal amount of time from the fatigue protocol to the postfatigue DFV (14.3 ± 10.6 seconds), we propose that induced RTC fatigue led to the increased superior humeral head migration measured in our study and that the resulting inefficiency of the fatigued RTC could not counteract the superiorly directed force from the deltoid muscle. Furthermore, future researchers should conduct prospective studies to address the associations between RTC fatigue and altered GH arthrokinematics in patients with shoulder lesions that have been associated with a decrease in subacromial space, such as shoulder impingement syndrome.

Our measures of prefatigue GH migration are consistent with those of Ludewig and Cook, who reported between 1.5 mm and 1.7 mm of superior GH migration. The amount of superior GH migration prefatigue was also similar to that measured in individuals without RTC fatigue in studies conducted by Deutsch et al and Yamaguchi et al. These researchers analyzed GH arthrokinematics with the arm positioned at predetermined, statically held angles and found relatively no humeral head migration in individuals without shoulder disorders or injuries compared with migration values found in individuals with shoulder disorders or injuries. Additionally, our findings closely support the research by Chen et al. in which individuals without shoulder lesions were studied both prefatigue and postfatigue in predetermined, statically held angles of arm elevation. Chen et al found that superior migration was greater after RTC fatigue. Therefore, the RTC appears to stabilize the shoulder in both static and dynamic conditions, and its ability to stabilize the shoulder is dependent on its fatigue condition.

The other purpose of our study was to determine the test-retest reliability of DFV as a technique for assessing GH arthrokinematics before the fatigue protocol. We found that the measurement technique used to analyze humeral head migration relative to the glenoid fossa resulted in good to excellent intrarater reliability (ICC [2,1] = .77 to .92). Reliability was highest with the arm at the side and lowest with the arm at 135° of elevation. At 135°, the clarity of the images often was degraded because of the overlapping anatomic structures, which increased the difficulty in distinguishing specific anatomic landmarks. The response stability associated with this measurement technique resulted in an average SEM of 1.45 pixels (mean = 0.58 mm). The SEM obtained from DFV was within the range of 0.1 to 2.0 mm that Deutsch et al reported when using higher-quality static radiographs. Although the SEM values were relatively small compared with both the pixel size and previous reports, they were relatively high compared with the differences found before and after RTC fatigue. Specifically, the increase in the postfatigue values of humeral head migration was more than the SEM (representing 68% confidence that the changes were more than measurement error) but was less than the 2 × SEM (mean = 1.16 mm), which would have indicated 95% confidence that the differences observed were more than measurement error. Therefore, future researchers should consider using a DFV system with greater resolution. Additionally, future investigators should establish inter-rater reliability using the described measurement technique and should establish reliability values associated with the postfatigue state.

Although we did not find a main effect for condition (arm elevation angle) or an interaction effect (Figure 4, Table 3), we recommend that future researchers continue to address the interaction between RTC fatigue and arm angle during shoulder abduction in patients with shoulder lesions. The influence of greater superior migration through a longer arc of motion, and hence a longer time, may be an important factor in patients with shoulder disorders. More study is needed.

The use of DFV to describe underlying arthrokinematics is potentially helpful in describing aberrant motion in patients with shoulder disorders. It could be used to assess changes in velocity and acceleration associated with RTC fatigue and shoulder disorders. Additionally, the ability to assess dynamic arthrokinematics with DFV at either 30 Hz or 60 Hz provides a tool for future researchers to compare measurements obtained with skin markers and motion analysis capture systems. Ultimately, this could enable a more accurate assessment of GH arthrokinematics without the risk associated with exposure to radiation.

Although our research revealed a significant difference in the amount of superior humeral head migration between prefatigue and postfatigue conditions, our study had
limitations that need to be addressed with future investigation. We analyzed GH arthrokinematics using a 2-dimensional imaging technique that assumes that a superior translation should lead to a decrease in the subacromial space. Authors\(^7\) to\(^{10}\) have used this technique, but they have not shown a correlation between GH positioning and acromiohumeral distance. Three-dimensional imaging (eg, biplanar fluoroscopy) would provide a tool to assess the effect of the position of the scapula (eg, scapular tilting); the shape of the acromion; the humeral position in the anterior-posterior direction; and superior migration, which we addressed in our study. In addition, we analyzed only dynamic concentric contraction during arm elevation. Eccentric conditions may display a different direction of humeral head migration because different arthrokinematics (rolling and gliding) are required.\(^1\) Therefore, researchers should investigate the GH arthrokinematics under eccentric conditions (lowering the arm against gravity in the plane of the scapula).

Another limitation was that only young, healthy men participated in our study. Generalizing our results to other age groups, women, or those with shoulder disorders is difficult. Differences in GH migration based on sex have not been analyzed. However, Graichen et al\(^43\) reported that the subacromial space was dependent on sex and was smaller in women. Future researchers using DFV should assess GH arthrokinematics between the sexes and in participants with shoulder disorders. Additionally, researchers should analyze GH migration while measuring electromyography of shoulder muscle activation to better understand the relationship between RTC fatigue and GH migration.

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated that DFV measurement of humeral head migration has good to excellent reliability, making it a viable technique for assessing GH arthrokinematics. Dynamic assessment of GH migration in participants without shoulder disorders demonstrated a more superiorly positioned humeral head relative to the glenoid fossa during arm elevation under conditions of fatigue of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor muscles. Future researchers should use DFV to study the effects of shoulder disorders on GH arthrokinematics.
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